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5. Tropical Cyclone Storm Surge and Open Ocean Waves
5.1 Introduction
There has been some misunderstanding about the forecasting of tropical cyclone (TC) waves. In
fact, some centers that forecast tropical storm and hurricane/typhoon waves have collocated
the radius of 12-ft (4-m) seas with the radius of 34-kt (64 km/h) winds (tropical storm force
winds). I am uncertain where this methodology came from, but it is a completely unfounded
and an incorrect practice. It is very possible to get 12-ft (4-m) seas more than 1500 miles (~2400
km) away from a TC and I am unaware that tropical storm winds have ever had such a radial
extent! So what practices are useful for forecasting TC waves? Part of the problem lies in the
fact that very few numerical models actually represent the correct magnitude of TC winds in
their analysis, let alone in their forecasts, especially for very strong TCs. These model wind
deficiencies very often result in large underestimates of wave heights in and around a TC,
especially for strong ones.

5.2 Wave growth
The physics of waves in and around a TC are no different than they are for any other oceanic
wind system. The elements that dictate wave growth are three, namely;

1) Wind speed
2) Wind fetch (distance the wind blows over the ocean)
3) Wind duration (how much time wind of a given speed blows)
Wind speed is fairly straight forward assuming one has good measurements of it in and around
a TC. Unfortunately, ships sortie away from strongest winds in a tropical cyclone in most cases.
In fact, most ship captains try to keep their ships well outside the 34-knot (64 km/h) wind radius
of a TC. Satellite winds most typically represent elevations near cumulus cloud base and can be
used and adjusted to the surface (the standard is a 10 meter wind), but this requires some
knowledge of atmospheric stability in the lowest few thousand feet and some knowledge of the
vertical profile of wind change with height. Neither is routinely well known in and around a TC
from direct measurements, hence reasonable physical assumptions are often applied which
can and do have uncertainty and error. Microwave/scatterometer winds can see through deep
layers of clouds and are excellent wind sources, but can become smoothed near small tight
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eyes of TCs where averaging of near calm eye winds and fast eyewall winds and strong tight
gradients of wind within the and just outside the eyewall can occur. The signature of
scatterometer winds becomes poor for very high winds making estimates of wind speeds above
80 knots (129 km/h) very difficult. But for winds below that, they provide excellent surface (10m) winds except where land contamination can make them unusable in coastal waters and in
bays. I will not detail how to determine the best wind estimates, but sound meteorological
reasoning and excellent synoptic weather analysis skills are essential. These techniques are
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
What makes wave forecasting even more challenging is the fact that the magic three
parameters (above) controlling wave growth are NOT "linearly" related to wave growth. Instead
wave growth is related to them as follows:

1. Wave growth is proportional to wind speed squared
2. Wave growth is proportional to the 3/2 power of wind duration
3. Wave growth is proportional to the square root of wind fetch distance

So if one is to make error in the estimates of these parameters the most sensitive is wind
speed, followed by wind duration; the least sensitive is fetch distance. Obviously one
would want to be as accurate as possible estimating all three parameters. The fact that it is very
possible for a knowledgeable meteorologist to determine current wind speed within a TC better
than a numerical model can determine it begs for a simple wave model that allows direct wind
inputs by the forecaster. This may not be the case for wind "forecasts."
Fortunately, because TCs are generally small compared to typical synoptic scale oceanic
weather features, and because they are either short lived or meander and loop along
contoured tracks, both the wind fetch and/or the wind duration are huge limiting factors for
wave growth in TCs that typically produce very high winds. If it were not for this fact, we could
see ocean waves routinely in the 100- to 150-foot (30- to 45-m) range from strong TCs!
The most fortunate aspect of TC wave forecasting is that wave growth is controlled by the time
integrated wind speed and wind fetch. This means that we can get a fairly close approximation
to wave heights without knowing the "exact" local value and spatial distribution of wind, but
rather the ensemble effect of wind integrated through time. We know this by the fact that
model wind nowcasts and forecasts compared to local observations have a much lower
correlation than do model wave forecasts compared to local wave observations. This aspect of
wave forecasting is NOT by itself obvious to many forecasters! By getting the integrated picture
correct we can very often get a close estimate of wave heights and wave periods, but the exact
spectrum of waves generated can be less accurate and can result in significant errors.

5.3 Wave spectrum
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The nature of wind blowing on the ocean results in not a single wave height and wave period,
but rather a spectrum of wave heights and wave periods. For TCs where we have very large
changes in wind speed over very short distances (eye wall to eye and eye wall to circulation
edge), that spectrum can become even broader than in a typical oceanic storm. The result can
often be a very tumultuous sea state in and near a TC. What we actually attempt to forecast is
the “significant wave height” which statistically is the average of the highest 1/3 of waves,
referred to as H1/3 or Hs. This convention is used in buoy wave measurements as well as in
wave forecasts for the simple reason that a ship at sea reporting a single wave height will
provide a number very close to the average of the highest 1/3 of waves. So, measurements,
models and forecasters attempt to measure or predict what the customer typically reports as
the dominant sea state. A simple diagram, showing averages from a spectrum of waves, is
shown below with significant wave height (Hs) marked.

Figure 5.1. Diagram of the spectrum of waves or number versus height, where Hs is the significant wave height, H1/10 is the "maximum wave height" or the highest
10th wave, and H1/100 is the highest 100th wave. The diagram shows the relationship between the most probable wave height, the mean wave height, and the highest
1/3 of waves.

The statistical character of waves allows us to also estimate not only the average of the highest
1/3 but the average of the highest 1/10, 1/100 or single maximum wave likely to occur within a
large sample. Those numbers are approximately related to H1/3 or Hs as follows:
Hmax = 2.00 x Hs
H1/100 = 1.67 x Hs
H1/10 = 1.27 x Hs
H1/3 = 1.00 x Hs
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When more than one group of waves is occurring at the same time the combined Hs is typically
given by
Hs combined = sqrt (w*w + s1*s1 + s2*s2 + s3*s3 + etc.)
Namely, the square root of the sum of the squares of the wind wave and each swell group
within a given area. In the case of a TC this can get complicated as the circular rotation of winds
around a tight center generates waves basically spreading out in all directions, some
superimposing upon others temporarily as they race away from the wind wave generation
source.
The maximum combined sea would then be approximated by 2.0 x Hs combined. As you can
see individual very large waves can and have occurred within or near a TC. The rare "rogue
wave" is basically nothing more than a very temporary, local superposition of waves of varied
height and period. In some rarer cases, the "maximum single wave" recorded has been closer
to 3-4 times Hscombined!

5.4 Wind fetch length
With a relatively small (in most cases) and circular TC, ideally there is only a single point around
the circulation that is pointing in the same direction that might be considered a wind fetch
distance. As the cyclone circulation becomes larger this “point” effectively becomes an area that
grows with decreasing curvature (increasing cyclone size). For all practical purposes a fetch
that appears to work best is that area where wind directions are within about 20 degrees
of a center line of interest. Thus an area with wind directions that span about a 40
degree region most often provide the best input to determining wind fetch length. Hence,
for example, along a line directed toward west (270 degrees), all winds within a range of
approximately 250 degrees and 290 degrees would be considered within a fetch generation
area pointing toward west (270 degrees). A very simple schematic is shown below of a fetch
distance marked out by my time-trusted "40 degree rule" (shown in green) along a line directed
from right to left.
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Figure 5.2. Relationship between wind speed and fetch length in a tropical cyclone. The green line shows the fetch length for a 34-knot wind, a 50-knot wind, and a 64knot wind.

This fetch length could be for a 34-kt (64-km/h) wind, a 50-kt (93-km/h) wind, a 64-kt (119-km/h)
wind or any other wind speed that might be known or estimated (as shown in Fig.
5.2).Immediately obvious is the fact that the distance of this green line increases quickly as the
size of a TC increases. It is for this reason that large TCs generate much higher waves than do
small TCs, many times even when the small TC is much more intense!
The net wind within a fetch can then be averaged to include the fraction or percent of wind of
known speed added to those of other speeds. The net result is a wind fetch length of specific
size with an averaged wind speed within it. Hence rather than have a highly changing wind
speed across a short distance of a TC sector which is rarely known with great certainty, one
uses a weighted wind (based on % of distance) across a larger simpler wind radius. Some
reasonable assumptions using this methodology can be used to build a very simple TC wave
forecast model that can be tuned using observations from a number of TC wave observations.
Ideally this would be tuned initially with a TC(s) that is stationary for some length of time (not
too many samples to choose from). A very accurate forecast of Hs and the period of those
waves can be gotten in this manner. There can be some underestimate of maximum wave
heights using this methodology when the fetch of maximum winds is very small (i.e. very small
TCs), fortunately in those cases wave heights are severely limited by wind fetch and wind
duration. It turns out that because the weaker winds (e.g. tropical storm winds) around the TC
always cover a larger area than hurricane or strong hurricane winds, they can at times be the
dominant wave generation area from a TC, especially when the strong wind area is tiny. The
exact spectral characteristics of the wave group cannot be gotten using the simple
methodology described here, but if the dominant waves and wave periods are forecast,
this information will be by far the most important information about any TC wave set for
most purposes, especially for mariners at sea and for coastal impacts. As noted above the
"wind fetch" is the least sensitive input parameter to wave growth, that does not mean you can
get it wrong and still get the correct wave answer, but the errors from incorrect wind fetches
are more forgiving and will result in far less wave forecast errors than errors in wind
speed or wind duration.
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Obviously, a two dimensional wave model can be used with excellent success IF one knows the
2-D wind field through time within the model with great detail. This is sometimes known with
some certainty "after" the TC event; hence it is a very valuable post-storm analysis/hindcast
tool. Maximum wave climates (or wave height return periods) for specific ocean areas are often
estimated in this way which aid in decisions made about coastal development among other
things. A significant problem comes in real-time events with forecasts of wind waves by the
wave model out in time using model wind forecasts. Poor wind forecasts can obscure/blur
the more accurate wind wave forecasts generated by initial wind conditions and/or short
term wind forecasts that are more accurate. There is no way to separate the more accurate
portions of modeled waves from the highly uncertain portions of modeled waves within any
numerical wave model forecast. These forecast errors can also infect the initial conditions in the
wave model as no wave models that I am aware of use wave observations or "wave analyses"
as input to wave model initial conditions. First guesses all come from model wave 6 hour or 12
hour forecasts based on wind forcing.
For example, an atmospheric model forecasts the TC to turn toward NW in 36 hours and
strengthen, but in reality the cyclone continues on a more WNW track and does not intensify.
The short term wave forecast may be accurate, but the wave forecast during the time the wind
forecast was incorrect is completely erroneous. There is no way to separate the good wave
forecasts from the bad ones within that model. The resultant impact at a distant coast is then a
combination of an accurate swell forecast by initial conditions mixed with completely erroneous
wind waves possibly affecting that coastline! Because model forecasts of TC rapid intensity
change are very poor, the most sensitive wave model input (wind speed) completely
overwhelms in a negative way the accuracy of the wave model forecast. Human interaction with
simpler wave models allows for portions of poor wind/wave forecasts to be excluded or
immediately reworked with new or more accurate winds at any time that information becomes
known.

5.5 Wind duration
You know about the dangerous "right-front quadrant" of a TC in the Northern Hemisphere, it
would be the "left-front quadrant" in the Southern Hemisphere. Most tropical meteorologists
attribute this to the fact that this quadrant typically has the highest winds due to the forward
motion of the TC being added to the winds from cyclostrophic balance or gradient wind balance
(based on the rotation direction around the circulation center). However, it may be a surprise to
you that the asymmetry in winds around a TC, rarely are a major cause for wave asymmetries
shifted toward the cyclone's right-front quadrant!
Let's look at a few examples. The first is a stationary TC with winds exactly symmetric around
the circulation. This does not mean a symmetric pressure field/gradient, as the Coriolis
parameter changes with latitude and hence causes wind asymmetries around a TC for a
symmetric pressure gradient due to latitudinal changes in Coriolis force. This changing Coriolis
force across a TC from equator to pole leads to "Beta Drift", which alters the TC track forecasts
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also. Assuming no currents or shallow water, and the same ocean temperature, waves
everywhere around the TC would be identical as the wind forcing on the ocean would be
symmetric (Fig. 5.3). Only the increases in winds nearing the eyewall would cause radial wave
height changes, but those too would be symmetric.

Figure 5.3. The circle represents a stationary tropical cyclone with symmetric wind field and no ocean currents. The red arrows indicate that the wave growth and
propagation are the same everywhere.

Now let us add a forward motion vector (green arrow below not drawn to scale) (Fig. 5.4) to the
TC as depicted below (the specific direction is irrelevant just change the direction vector to one
you desire and the result relative to that direction will be unchanged).
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Figure 5.4. The circle represents a tropical cyclone (TC) moving in a direction and at a speed as indicated by the green TC motion vector. Orange arrows indicate the
speed and direction of the wind in the direction of TC movement and opposite the TC motion. Red arrows indicate the relative winds around the TC. The blue irregular
lines indicate the waves being generated by the TC in the direction of motion and opposite the direction of motion.

Two things now happen:
1) Winds on the north (top) side of this diagram become stronger (orange arrow pointing
west/left) than those on the south (bottom) side of the diagram (orange arrow pointing
east/right) because you are now adding the storm forward motion vector to east winds at the
top, but are subtracting the forward motion vector from west winds at the bottom. This results
in a wind asymmetry which can result in higher waves where winds are stronger. But this is the
much smaller affect of the two.
2) Waves (blue) at the top of the diagram move to the west/left in the same direction the wind is
blowing and in the same direction the TC is moving. Waves at the bottom of the diagram move
to the east/right in the opposite direction the wind is blowing and in the opposite direction the
TC is moving. In a relatively short time, waves moving east/right find themselves well removed
from the TC wind field, while waves moving west/left continue to be within the TC wind field
and depending upon the speed of the waves and the speed of the TC could remain in that wind
generation area for a long time!
So 12 to 24 hours later we find that waves, which remain in the wind generation area, have
grown significantly, while waves that have been left behind and are moving away from the TC,
had only a short time to grow and are now decaying as swell (see Fig. 5.5). This is an example of
the significant influence �wind duration� has on wave growth in a TC. That duration can be
very short for small TCs moving quickly in quadrants other than the �right-front quadrant�
where waves move with the TC and have more wind duration to generate waves.
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Figure 5.5. Same as Figure 5.4 but for "some later time". Blue lines show the large wave growth where waves remain in the wave generation area (top) and large wave
decay where waves leave the wave generation area (bottom).

It turns out that waves spend the least amount of time in the left (right) rear quadrant in the
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere and are routinely smallest there, that time dependent upon
TC speed and size. Waves spend more time in the quadrants perpendicular to the TC's motion
than in the left-rear quadrant, that time is dependent upon TC speed and TC size. Times (wind
durations) are the same in both quadrants perpendicular to motion. Waves spend the most
time in the quadrant moving in the same direction as the waves generated by the wind and that
time is dependent upon how fast wave energy moves compared to how fast the TC
moves. Because wave energy speed is directly proportional to the wave's period, it is
possible to generate waves with wave periods that move waves at exactly the same
speed as the TC, thus keeping waves beneath the wind generation area for long periods
of time (for a straight moving TC) resulting in astoundingly high wave growth.
For TCs of typical size and of hurricane intensity wave periods that allow them to stay with the
TC correspond to a TC forward motion of "about" 18-22 mph (29-35 km/h). For small and/or
weak TCs generating shorter period, slower moving waves, the optimal speed is slower.
For large and strong TCs this optimal wave growth speed is faster. Note that the optimal
speed can and does change because early on waves are just beginning to form while later they
become much larger. Hence, ideally maximum wave growth will occur from a TC that steadily
increases in forward speed along a straight (great circle) track up to about 18-22 mph (29-35
km/h). The "trapped fetch" scenario is discussed in more detail in section 5.10.1.
If a TC moves very fast (typical for those transitioning to non-TCs in the mid-latitudes), it leaves
behind most of the waves it generates, not allowing them to continue to grow. If a TC moves
too slowly, generated waves move away from the TC and are no longer able to grow (the most
typical scenario).

The track of the TC is very important for wind duration and hence wave generation. For a TC
moving along a track that has large turns in it (e.g., Fig. 5.6), wind duration can be determined in
pieces for each segment with persistent motion (e.g. the 5 segments shown below along a
highly varying TC track). For a straight mover, one only has to calculate wave speed versus TC
speed, determine wind fetch length and calculate the time wind remains over the waves it is
generating.
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Figure 5.6. Irregular tropical cyclone track that must be split into segments (1 to 5) in order to calculate the wind duration and the resulting wave generation.

In summary, the PRIMARY reason for waves being so much larger in the right-front (left-front)
quadrant of a TC in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere is due to the duration winds have to
generate waves in that sector!

5.6 Tropical cyclone swells
So far we have talked about waves generated within a TC wind area. These wind waves, do not
just stop when they exit or leave the wind generation area, instead they continue to
move/propagate as "swell" (waves that have left the wind generation area) away from the TC in
all directions, and they will usually propagate until they reach land! The wind waves have been
generated and with asymmetric heights dependent on wind speed, wind fetch length and wind
duration asymmetries around the TC. Four things happen to these swells, namely:
1. They move along great circle tracks with some spreading laterally along those
tracks;
2. They undergo wave dispersion, that is they attempt to separate into swells of like
wave period, the longer period swells racing away faster than the shorter period
swells because swell speed increases as swell period increases (Speed in meters is
approximately equal to 1.56 times wave period squared). The farther from the TC
the swells go, the more ordered into like wave periods they become;
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3. They decrease in height (they decay) due to swell dispersion and due to angular
spreading of the swell away from the TC;
4. Because of swell dispersion, the dominate wave period associated with significant
wave heights “increases” the farther away from the TC the swells move.

By using great circles, one can determine direction changes and final destinations of swells of
like initial propagation direction. An example of some great circle tracks ending in the Hawaiian
Islands is shown in Figure 5.7 (courtesy National Weather Service Pacific Region Headquarters).
They represent the shortest distances between two points on a sphere (in the case of Earth an
oblate spheroid) and the track along which swells must move in order to reach Hawaii. Wind
directions and speeds are overlaid on these great circles in order to determine whether wind
fetch areas are pointed in a direction that will allow swells generated by distance winds to move
to the Hawaiian Islands (the red polygon identifies those winds in this example.
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Figure 5.7. Diagram illustrating the great circle tracks that end in the Hawaiian Islands. The red box indicates the fetch area for the indicated low-level wind flow
northwest of Hawaii.

The amount of wave dispersion and the rate and amount of swell decay along any great circle
can be calculated by knowing the travel distance along the great circle to the destination of
interest. One key element of swell decay is related to the width of the fetch that generates the
initial wind waves. The wider the initial wind generation area, the slower/less the swell
decay rate will be to any point along the great circle. It turns out that because wave
dispersion occurs quickly, about 50% of wave decay occurs the first 100-200 nm (185-370 km)
along the swell travel route. The next 50% of decay can take as many as 3000 nm (~5500 km) to
occur (depending on fetch width and initial wave period) and is nearly all related to angular
spreading of wave energy away from the great circle track of interest.
As swell steepness decreases, swell decay rates lessen; that is steep waves/swells decay
faster than long period less steep, flatter swells. There are numerous equations available to
calculate swell decay, the end result does not differ very much among the various methods
assuming the correct initial wave significant wave height and wave period are known. A very
simplified example (not suggested for operation use) of swell decay rates is shown in Table 5.1.
These numbers represent the fraction of wave height remaining after a specific decay distance
for shown fetch widths.
Table 5.1. Fraction of wave height remaining as a function of decay distance (nm) from wave generation area and fetch width (nm) of wave generation area.

Decay
Distance
(nm)

Fetch Width (nm)
50

100

200

500

1000

Fraction of Wave Height Remaining
100

0.45

0.55

0.65

0.74

0.83

200

0.35

0.45

0.52

0.62

0.71

500

0.24

0.33

0.42

0.50

0.58

1000

0.15

0.22

0.32

0.40

0.46

3000

0.09

0.14

0.20

0.25

0.32

5000

0.04

0.08

0.13

0.18

0.23

For example, a wave of 10 feet (3.0 m) generated in a wind fetch with a width of 200 nm (370
km) would be about 5.2 ft (1.6 m) high after 200 nm (370 km) of travel and about 2 ft (0.6 m)
after 3000 nm (5500 km) of travel. These fractions multiplied by initial wave/swell height would
give the swell decay height at the stated decay distance. Note that wave/swell HEIGHT does not
have anything directly to do with decay rate!
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There is typically more error involved in determining the final significant wave height at the
start of swell motion than there is in the decay methodology, unless there are obstacles
(islands) in the way. Numerical wave models obviously have decay physics in them. In numerical
wave models that do not have high angle resolution, it is possible to lose wave energy in the
decay process and/or dump energy from one direction bin into a nearest model direction bin
that does not match reality. The result is erroneous swell heights at the end of decay and
erroneous swell final destinations due to direction-bin jumping! In the case of more simple man
interacting models, this problem does not exist assuming you have the correct initial wave
direction and hence great circle track!

5.7 Radius of 12 foot seas vs coastal wave heights
The oceanic forecast of 12 foot (4-m) seas has been a number used by some TC prediction
centers as a critical number, likely because below these heights most vessels in the high seas
will survive, but above this, some can begin to have problems and have to slow their forward
progress potentially delaying arrival to a final destination. Hence the radius of 12 foot (4m) seas
may be seen attached to TC advisories. The 12 foot (4m) seas should NEVER be assumed to be
collocated with the radius of 34 knot (64 km/h) winds (or any other wind radii) as heights are
solely determined by the height of wind waves generate by winds in the TC and the decay of
those waves as swell to a height of 12 feet (4m). Neither has anything directly to do with the
radius of 34 knot (64 km/h) winds! 12 foot (4m) seas in the form of swell can routinely occur
hundreds of miles away from a TC, even one that has generated waves along that great circle
track and subsequently turned away from it and is dissipating! Hence one has to keep track
of all waves/swells moving toward a point of interest throughout the life of a tropical
cyclone and beyond that. Heights must be calculated by initial wave height forecasts
measured within the TC and wave/swell decay methods.

5.8 Coastal surf
When it comes to coastal surf caused by a TC, whether making landfall or from surf generated
by a TC hundreds or thousands of miles away and never striking land, many additional shallow
water effects become important and can cause very large breaking wave/swell heights even
when the deep water wave/swell heights are very modest. “Wave shoaling” and “wave
refraction” are the two key shallow water effects of interest. Both of these effects are
highly dependent upon wave/swell period, not dependent on wave/swell height. Long
period waves/swells (typically found in TCs) result in much greater wave shoaling and wave
refraction than do common low wind day to day short period wind waves. The effect of both
shoaling and refraction is to increase breaking surf heights at the coastline.
Wave shoaling is an increase in wave height due to slowing of wave/swell in shallow
water while wave/swell period is conserved. The effect is to increase wave/swell height as it
moves into shallow water and finally breaks because wave energy is concentrated into smaller
areas. Shoaling can enhance breaker heights between about 10% and 100% (a doubling in
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height). The amount of shoaling can be determined if one knows the wave period and
near coastal bathymetry.
Wave refraction is the bending of wave/swell energy by asymmetries in shallow
water/coastal bathymetry. Waves/swells will ALWAYS bend toward shallow water due to a
slowing of wave/swell speeds as they move into shallower and shallower water. Refraction can
enhance breaker heights between about 10% and 100% (a doubling in height). It too can be
calculated if one knows wave period and the 2-dimensional distribution of near coast
bathymetry.
The result of these shallow water effects can be in cases of longer period TC swells nearly a
quadrupling of breaking surf heights compared to wave/swell heights measured by a deep
water buoy not far from shore! It is for this reason that nearly always breaking waves from
TCs along a coastline will be higher than deep water waves associated with the same
tropical cyclone.The result of this is that even a swell of 4 ft (1.2 m) in deep water can result in
breaker heights along an exposed beach that may approach 16 ft (4.9 m)!
In this simple example above the coastline is exposed to surf higher than 12 feet (4 m) (e.g., 16
ft/4.9 m) and deep water waves of 12 ft (4 m) if collocated with TC 34-kt (64 km/h) winds
hundreds of miles offshore would be a terrible indicator of what actually happens at the
coastline! Obvious the 12-ft (4-m) seas in deep water and the radius of them collocated with a
34-kt (64 km/h) wind around a TC far at sea is a worthless assessment of beach impacts from
that same TC hundreds of miles away. No meteorologist or oceanographer should use deep
water wave/swell heights as a proxy to breaking wave heights, or their impacts in the
form of beach erosion and rip current threats they can cause. They must apply the
correct relationships between deep water and shallow water waves.

5.9 Tropical cyclone wave/swell setup & run-up
For many TC forecasters who leave coastal water rise to a wind driven surge model, surge is
NOT the whole story! It turns out where surge can be extreme, breaking waves are
typically not a big problem, but where surge potential is not as high, waves/swells are a
big threat. This is primarily because surge is large in shallow coastal waters while surf
potential is high near deep coastal water. No matter the coastal water depths, if you do not
include coastal water rise from the action of breaking waves you will not only forecast water
rise that is too low, but you will also potentially incorrectly forecast the time of water rise onset,
its peak and its demise. A classic example of a coastline with a high wave threat and a modest
surge threat is along the western Florida panhandle. In 1995 Hurricane Opal struck that
coastline. Surge models including the National Weather Service SLOSH model indicated surge
values that would be in the 8 foot range. However, very large waves had been generated in the
right-front quadrant of that northward moving large hurricane; some waves offshore
approached 45 ft (13.7 m)! The diagram below (from the National Hurricane Center) shows high
water marks associated with Hurricane Opal along that Florida coast near landfall. The surge
forecast of 8 ft (2.4 m) was a good one, but water rose in some locations to as high as 25 ft (7.6
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m), taking out coastal homes and toppling some high rise buildings on the coastline into the
sand and surf!

Figure 5.8. Diagram illustrating the distribution of total coastal water level rise associated with Hurricane Opal along the west Florida Peninsula as a function of
horizontal distance along the coast. The purple area shows the surge component and the red area shows the wave and wave setup component.

This clearly shows the importance of water rise associated with wave action alone and how
omitting it will contribute to, at times, a huge underestimate of coastal water rise. So what is
wave setup? It is the water rise associated with breaking wave energy on a coastline. A very
simple approximation can be estimated by 12% of the coastal breaking surf depth.
A slightly more sophisticated estimate of wave setup is given by:
S = (sqrt(g) * Hs2 * P) / (64* π * BD3/2)
Namely, the square root of gravity (g) times significant wave height (Hs) squared times wave
period (P) divided by 64 times π (3.14159) times breaker depth (BD) to the 3/2 power. Large
waves with long periods breaking in shallow water provide the greatest wave setup.
Small waves with short periods breaking in deeper water provide the least wave setup.
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Wave run-up, the water rise up the beach face associated with individual waves racing landward
and then retreating to sea also contributes to water rise in a semi-transient way with an interval
consistent with the dominant wave period. It contributes to the water rise and is approximately
given by:
R = 1.38 * Hb * E0.77 ,
where Hb is breaker height, and E = beach slope/squareroot (breaker height/wave length). This
expression for E doesn't make sense to me. Also, are breaker height and breaker depth (prev
page) the same thing?
Maximum wave run-up for a large sample of waves is approximately 1.7 times R.
As you can see coastal breaking surf heights (not deep water wave heights) are critical to
forecast in order to determine wave setup, wave run-up and hence water rise associated with
breaking wave action on any beach. Surge on the other hand is related only to the onshore
component of wind and some elevation due to lower pressure (hydrostatic effect or inverse
barometer effect). The coastal bathymetry waves/surf is excluded! Channeling by local
bathymetry, and reflections from the coast also contribute to substantially amplify the surge
height.
Some confusion exists between storm tides and storm surges. In this report a storm surge is
the elevation of water generated by a tropical cyclone above or below the normal astronomical
tide. A storm tide, on the other hand, is the total elevation (including the astronomical tide)
above or below a standard datum. The storm tides are predicted water heights issued in TC
advisories. The generic term "surges" is often used interchangeably according to context. It is
important to identify the expected inundation, where salt water will penetrate into what is
normally dry land. Storm surge and surf can be computed with modeling efforts, but the storm
tide is difficult because of phasing uncertainties with the astronomical tides. Because there
are frequently two high tides during a 24-hour period, the rule of thumb to convey to
emergency managers is to always plan for high tide.
Because very often large long period swells outrun a TC to the coastline by hours or even days,
water rise from breaking wave action can and often does begin well before any TC winds near
the coastline and surge begins. Obviously surf-induced water rise can occur even when a TC
never makes it to land!This means that water rise can be large and significant well before
TC arrival at a coastline. These rising waters can and have prevented timely coastal
evacuations ahead of high winds and surge as exit routes have become impassible before
winds even begin to increase. The result can lead to coastal residents trapped by water rise
well before the TC wind threat and surge begin! With proper calculation of coastal breaking
surf, wave setup and wave run-up, the meteorologist should never be caught with a water rise
forecast that waits for the wind, nor will he/she underestimate the total water rise by only
including "surge."
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On coral atolls and islands surrounded by a fringing reef, the reef flat can act to help dampen
out the breaking waves. Thus, given two locations with similar bathymetry, the wider the reef,
the more the waves will be dampened (by turbulence), and the smaller the waves and run-up
will be. Conversely, the narrower the reef, the less effect the reef will have on dampening the
waves and run-up. For very strong storms, where the water level is 30 ft (10 m) or more across
the reef, the reef has little effect on dampening the waves. But, usually, where the reefs are
wide, the damages will be less than where the reefs are narrow.

5.10 Some specific forecast problems
5.10.1. Trapped fetch (contributed by Mr. Jeff Callaghan)
Cyclone Heta was a powerful Category 5 cyclone that caused catastrophic damage to Tonga,
Niue (Figure 5.9), and American Samoa in late December 2003 and early January 2004. Heta
formed on December 25, 2003, and reached its maximum intensity of 160 mph (260 km/h) and
estimated minimum sea level pressure of 915 hPa. As Heta developed, it became a large
system, which is ideal for developing large waves.
(a)
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(b)
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Figure 5.9. (a) Map of Niue and (b) the main centre on Niue, Alofi, which is located on top of 20m elevated Coral Cliffs.

Heta then accelerated southwards, passing to the west of Niue with an extensive fetch of 60-kt
(111-km/h) sustained winds (Figure 5.10). The speed of Heta could be accurately calculated due
to it having a clear eye.

Figure 5.10. Scatterometer observations with areas highlighted where wind has a component of 330/60 knots, e.g., wind of 010/80 knots equivalent to 330/60 knots.
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The development and movement of a wave train through the 60-kt (111-km/h) fetch of Heta is
shown in Figure 5.11. The last analyses at 0425UTC 6 January 2004 was just before seawater
surged into Alofi. Niue was under the eastern eye wall from the IR image at 0514UTC 6 January
2004.

Figure 5.11. Development of wave train moving through the 60-kt (111-km/h) fetch of Heta.

The wave speeds in Figure 5.12 were calculated from the WMO manual on wave forecasting
(WMO No.702) nomogram. From the nomogram, after 29 hours in the 60-kt (111 km/h) fetch
zone, the significant wave height is just over 52 ft (16 m) and the period is 15.2 seconds.
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Figure 5.12. Calculation of wave train speed from a WMO manual forecasting nomogram.

Figure 5.13 shows the forerunner waves reaching Alofi at 2239UTC 5 January 2004 and the
severe wave damage caused by the waves around 0500UTC 6 January.
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Figure 5.13. (top) Forerunner waves at Alofi at 2239 UTC 5 January 2004; (bottom) damage at Alofi after the passage of the storm.

To illustrate that these events can be forecast, below is a note from the Brisbane Tropical
Cyclone Warning Centre attached to a SATELLITE ANALYSIS BULLETIN at 2317 UTC 5 January
2004.
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Heta appears to have moved around 170 nmi (315 km) over the past 12 hours or around 14 kts (26
km/h). This is fast enough for significant fetch enhancement to be occurring leading to exceptionally
large waves moving with the storm."
The following calculations show how the waves grow with minimal decay in a trapped fetch
scenario.
For a wind speed of 60 kts (111 km/h) after 1h period (T) = 4.5 sec as long as fetch is at least 6
nmi (11 km).
The group velocity (Cg) associated with this period = 1.5 period (in knots) = 6.8 knots. Therefore
average velocity over hour = (0+6.8)/2 = 3.4 knots.
After 2h T = 5.6 s, Cg = 8.4 knots and average speed = (6.8+8.4)/2 = 7.6 knots
Similarly, average speed over third hour = 9 knots and at the end of the third hour Cg = 9.7
knots and waves are now moving slightly faster than Heta. However over the 3 hours, waves
travelled 20 nm and Heta travelled 3 times 9.5 knots = 28.5 nm.

5.10.2 Storm surge probabilities
Tropical cyclone storm surge probabilities (2 - 25 feet) produced by the US National Hurricane
Center can be found at http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutpsurge.shtml.

5.10.3 Summary
Things to remember when forecasting tropical cyclone waves:
1) Accurately determine the "time integrated" wind, fetch and duration, don't sweat the details.
2) Time integrated wind speeds are most important to get correct.
3) Larger tropical storm wind areas can often be more important for wave growth than tiny
areas of very strong hurricane winds.
4) Concentrate on wind duration for the TC quadrant of most interest to you.
5) Wind duration within a quadrant is more important to access accurately than is fetch length.
6) The PRIMARY reason for waves being so much larger in the right-front (left front) quadrant of
a TC in the Northern Hemisphere (Southern Hemisphere) is due to the duration winds have to
generate waves in that quadrant.
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7) Fetches and fetch lengths should be done in pieces for highly varying tracks; make sure that
a fetch lies along a great circle to the destination of interest.
8) NEVER use any specific wind radii as a proxy to forecasting wave heights.
9) Coastal surf can be much larger than deep water waves/swells at buoys, NEVER use buoy
heights as a proxy to breaking wave heights without applying coastal wave modification
processes that include shoaling and refraction.
10) Do not forget waves/swells have a spectral character both wave height and wave period.
Significant wave height is routinely used as a single height identifier but the majority of waves
have lower heights, while some waves can be double the significant wave height.
11) Remember that you must include wave setup and wave run-up when forecasting coastal
water rise; surge alone will be an underestimate in most cases and a huge underestimate in
many cases!
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